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Abstract: Mass is a very important property of matter. The Higgs field is an energy field that exists everywhere in the Universe. The 

field is in existence because of a fundamental particle called the Higgs Boson. This field continuously interacts with the other particles 

to provide resistance to the other particles. The Higgs field interacts very very strongly with matter particles to provide strong resistance 

to the matter particles that provides the property of mass in the matter particles. The denser are the matter particles, the higher the 

interactions per unit area of matter particles with Higgs field, the higher the mass per unit area. Very dense particles like solid acts as if 

cumulative interactions of all particles with Higgs field are there to provide cumulative mass and develop own identity as individual 

matter of collective masses of all the particles associated with and its evaluation is its own measure of time. Without external force, every 

matter has its own measure of evolution, and hence its own measure of time. In this paper, I will show two types of evolution to measure 

time and will also show how rate of change of states of matter is the measure of evolution and hence, time.  
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1. Introduction and Theory 
 

Theory 1: Without any external forces or disturbances, the 

rate of change of states of matter is evolution of matter 

which itself is its own the measure of time. 

 

Theory 2: If a matter were at absolute rest, it would have 

infinite potential energy and thus, infinite mass. But no 

matter in practice is in absolute rest just to avoid infinity by 

nature. The kinetic energy produced from potential energy of 

the matter opposes the very cause of producing it just to 

limit the potential energy into a finite value and sustain the 

matter in motion to avoid absolute rest. 

 

Theory 3: The total amount of mass and energy of the 

Universe is a constant which is conservation of mass-energy. 

 

If a matter would be at absolute rest, it would have infinite 

potential energy [1, 2] and hence, it would have infinite 

mass but in practice, no matter has infinite potential energy 

because nothing is at absolute rest in the Universe. The 

Higgs field has a particular speed of rotation. The mass of a 

particle depends on the difference in speed of the matter 

particle and Higgs field. If the matter would be stationary at 

absolute rest, mass of it would be very very high or tends to 

infinity. The higher the velocity, the lower the difference in 

speed between the particle and Higgs field, the lower the 

mass of the particle. If the speed of the particle synchronizes 

with the Higgs field, the mass of the particle would be zero. 

Thus, mass is a relative quantity of a particle, and it depends 

on its own speed and the speed of the Higgs field. If the 

particle is at absolute rest, it would provide infinite mass and 

we know the particle at the speed of light also provides 

infinite mass too, thus, the speed of the Higgs field must be 

in around half of the speed of light, at that speed we can get 

massless property of a matter particle.  

 

Speed of light ( C ) = 3, 00, 000 km/sec = 1, 86, 000 

miles/sec [3, 4]. 

Speed of Higgs field ( ) = 
2

C
= 1, 50, 000 km/sec =93, 

000 miles/sec (approximately). 

 

Suppose at a particular speed , the mass of a particle is m . 
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 When  is C , the matter particle again gains highest mass 

possible, 
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Figure: Mass versus velocity of a matter particle. 

 

Any external force or disturbance can change speed of the 

matter particle, thus can change its mass too. Because the 

maximum allowable mass is fixed, that is why, the Universal 

speed limit of the Universe is a constant, the speed of light 

C  (3, 00, 000 kilometer/second or 1, 86, 000 miles per 

second) [5, 6]. It also proves that photon is never a matter 

particle but a force carrying particle and it propagates only 

just like exchange of energy only.  

 

2. Evolution of Matter and Time 
 

The rate of change of states of matter is evolution [7, 8]. 

Every matter has its own evolution. Some evolutions are 

slow and some are fast on a comparative study with respect 

to the some reference frame. 70 years might be the complete 

life of human being and hence, complete evolution [9, 10]. 

On psychological point of view, life is composition of some 

positive evolutions and some negative evolutions. Positive 

evolutions are evolutions which give psychological 

advantages like becoming rich, growing good and stout 

health, getting married to a very honest and good person etc. 

These evolutions confirm higher states of stability at least on 

psychological ground. These 70 years of complete 

evolutions of human being is actually very insignificant for 

celestial bodies like Earth, Sun, Stars, and Moon etc. [11, 

12]. Hence, every matter has its own measure of evolution 

which itself measure of its own time. We measure evolution 

of other bodies with respect to our evolution as reference 

frame; hence, we measure time of other bodies with respect 

to our time of reference. For matters, if evolution is slow, 

time runs slow of that body and for some matters, if 

evolution is fast, time runs fast for it, on a comparative study 

with our evolution reference frame. 7 days might be 

complete evolution for mosquito but very insignificant time 

for evolution of human being [13, 14]. The evolutions might 

be positive or negative or combination of both, we do 

averaging of all to conclude net positive or net negative 

evolution of life; hence, there are some lives where nothing 

going right for them, or some lives averaging zero gain or 

some lives with highly successful events. Matters do get into 

evolution to attain higher states of stability or equilibrium, 

but some evolutions are positive and some end up with 

negative evolutions. This is the reason why we try to attain 

higher states of stability or equilibrium at the time of an 

accident too (a very negative evolution). As evolution is a 

comparative study of matter, and as evolution is a measure 

of time of that matter, the physical time is not a physical 

property of matter, but a relative property of matter which 

states the state of matter with respect to our evolution 

reference frame. Thus, mass and the physical time are 

relative property of matter.     

 

3. Higgs Field has a direction 
 

We know that the Higgs field has a velocity approximately 

half of the speed of light. The Higgs field has also a 

direction because we know that all fields are nothing but 

vectors [15, 16]. Matter’s velocity is such that to oppose the 

Higgs field, in other words, velocity of matter and associated 

Higgs field opposes each other [17, 18]. Because of the 

opposition of the Higgs field, it provides resistance to the 

matter which is nothing but the measure of the mass of the 

matter. Because of the opposition of the Higgs field, 

ordinary matters clump to form a collective unique identity. 

Thus, all particles that clump are matter particles and they 

have mass. Force carrying particles never have masses, thus 

they do not clump, hence Higgs field does not provide any 

resistance to the force carrying particles, in other words, 

Higgs field never opposes the force carrying particles. That 

is why they are massless. To attain the states of equilibrium 

or states of stability, Higgs fields have erratic motion in a 

local area of isolation of the Universe; that is why, celestial 

bodies have erratic motion in a local area of isolation. The 

total mass and energy of the Universe is a constant, but 

because Higgs field interacts with mass and energy 

differently, the mass and energy distribution in a local area 

of isolation is uneven, hence, masses move erratically in a 

local area of isolation of the Universe to attain states of 

equilibrium or states of stability.  Obeying the Einstein 

Mass-Energy equivalence equation [19, 20] -  
2mCE        

The total amount of mass in the Universe is not a constant 

which contradicts the theory of conservation of mass [21, 

22]; similarly, the total amount of energy is also not a 

constant which contradicts the conservation of energy [23, 

24]. But the total mass-energy of the Universe is a constant 

which can be termed as conservation of mass-energy. One 

can be smoothly transformed into the other and vice versa.  

 

4. Conservation of Momentum and Black Holes 
 

Conservation of momentum is still valid with all possible 

experimental results. It states that the total amount of 

momentum of the universe is a constant.  

 

velocitymassMomentum   [25, 26] 

 

It implies that the momentum of Black Holes is also a finite 

quantity. Because Black Holes tend to have infinite mass, 

they tend to have zero velocity. The velocity is tends to zero 

but not zero. Thus, black Holes have very low velocity 

which is not zero, in other words, Black Holes move. 
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Because of very very low velocity of Black Holes ( 0 ), 

the difference in velocity with Higgs field is
2

C
 . Thus, 

Black Holes have highest possible mass per unit area.  

|
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|
C

km   

Thus, Higgs field provides highest possible resistance to the 

Black Holes and Black Holes have highest possible clump to 

have maximum possible mass per unit area.  

 

5. Conclusion 
 

The rate of change of states of matter is evolution which is 

also the measure of time. Every matter has its own measure 

of time. Both mass and time are relative property of matter 

with respect to our evolution frame of reference. The Higgs 

field has a fixed velocity which is roughly half of the speed 

of light. If a matter attains the velocity of Higgs field, its 

mass can be zero as at this speed, the total potential energy is 

equal to the total kinetic energy of the matter which opposes 

each other. If a matter is at absolute rest, it has infinite 

potential energy, thus would have infinite mass too. Because 

no matter is at absolute rest, the part of potential energy 

converted to kinetic energy to provide its speed. This kinetic 

energy opposes the potential energy of the matter to attain 

speed and to make potential energy to be finite quantity.  

Thus, kinetic energy produced from the potential energy 

opposes the very cause of it. Because nature hates infinite 

mass, no chance of getting a matter at absolute rest in 

practice. The mass-energy equivalence equation of Einstein 

disproves the theories of conservation of mass as well as 

conservation of energy. But conservation of momentum is 

still valid with all possible experimental results. Higgs field 

has also a direction with velocity which is a vector quantity. 

Because Higgs field is erratic to attain the state of 

equilibrium or state of stability, celestial bodies have erratic 

motions too. Because Higgs field interacts with matter 

particle and force carrying particle differently, matter 

particle has mass whereas force carrying particles do not 

have intrinsic mass, matter particles clump and force 

carrying particles never clump. Because Higgs field acts 

differently to matter particles and force carrying particles, 

there are uneven distribution of mass and energy in a local 

area of isolation of the Universe makes erratic motion of 

celestial bodies. On psychological point of view, evolutions 

have two divisions – positive evolution which is beneficial 

for us and negative evolutions which is bad for us because 

we urge for “good morning” and not for “bad morning”. 

Negative evolution is part of life, nothing can be done if it is 

a “bad morning” although we urge for only “good morning”.  

Because the evolution of a matter has its own shape, the 

physical time has a shape too. The physical time might not 

have a physical shape, but it certainly have a relative shape 

for a particular matter with respect of some frame of 

reference.  
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